The Law and Information Technology Association of Chile (ADI-CHILE) is a not-for-profit Private Law Corporation, created in Santiago de Chile, in March 2000.

**Law and Information Technology Association of Chile**

Why was ADI-Chile created?

To fulfill a concrete objective: promoting the development of the Legal Sciences in their inter-relation with Information and Communications Technologies.

Internet, E-Commerce, digital signatures, Cyber-crime, personal data—these are just some of the issues the lawyer should be concerned about, as well as the legal and security communities.

**Law and Information Technology Association of Chile: activities and accomplishments**

ADI-CHILE carries out diverse activities, including: the organization, sponsorship and active participation in seminars, courses and events; publications; offering of specialized individual and group orientations; collaborating with and providing consultations for public and private institutes.

In addition, ADI-CHILE associates with other national, international and foreign institutions, either permanently or provisionally, that seek similar ends.

Currently, association with the international organization ALFA-REDI is of noteworthy importance.

The majority of the directors and members of ADI-CHILE have published books and articles specializing on Cyberlaw issues, both in Chile and abroad.

See also our upcoming events, at: